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AND ME FCITmTIAL COETRIBUTION OFHF&C-DP DISPLAY 

IBITIAL INVESTIGATION OF READ-BP DISPLAY AT B.L.E.U. 

by 

J. C. Morrall 

This paper aims to fulfil two main functions; firstly, it highlights 

what is believed to be the main safety problem in current bad weather tiding 

and secondly, it presents results of initial flight trials with a head-up 

display which sho# that this aid has great potentialvalue for Category II 

operations. 

The safety pzoblem is shown to lie in the limitations of the pilot in 

controlling the aircraft in pitch, using visual guidance. The head-up display 
is recommended as a solution to this problem as it can provide an efficient 

means of co&ining instrument and visual infrmmation. In addition, further 
improvements cold be achieved by optimisation of cockpit procedures, whether 

or not a head-up display is dopted. 

*Replaces R.A.E. Technical Report No. 66195 - A.R.C. 29660 

This paper first appeared in the report of the IFALPA Rotterdam Symposium 
~01.1, 15-16 October 1965. 
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I IIuTRODUCI'ION 

The theme cf the Sympcs~ is All Weather Operaticn, with ccncentraticn 

on whst x3 considered to be the critical area cf Category II operations, 

namely, the transition from instrument to visual flight. In this paper 

therefore two aspects are presented. First, attention is drawn to the short- 

comings of the visual control in pitch during the visual phase whloh is 

believed to be the main safety problem in bad weather landing using present- 

day techniques. Second, results from B.L.E.U. work with the head-up display 

are given and in particular it is shown how the display can asSlst 111 cver- 

coming the safety problem. 

Early experience, from 1956 onwards, with such devices as a simple aiming 

bar mounted on the co&&t ccanung, (suggested by Mr. Calvert), the proJected 

Zero Reader, and the P.V.D. led B.L.E.U. to feel that a head-up display system 

containing more comprehensive flight mfomticn could play an effective role 

in all weather operation especially for landings in Category II minima. 

The work of Dr. Naish, X.A.E., produced an electronic head-up display 

containing such infcrmatlcn, and which we considered, therefore, should be 

investigated fully for bsd weather approach and landing. This type was 

installed in fxrst a Varsity and then a Comet aircraft. Trials have been 

continuing since 1964 and results from the first phase in the Varsity 

aircraft are those discussed in this paper. 

2 VISUAL CONTROL IN ?ITCIi IN LO'8 VISIBILITIES 

The main safety problem in bad weather landing using present-day tech- 

niques is considered to be the shortcconngs of the visual control in pitch 

during the final phase of the approach and landing especially in low visibi- 

lities. Mr. Calvert of the R.&E has given this problem intensive study and 

the‘argument can be sumnarised as follows. In making his decision whether to 

continua with the landing or not after becoming visual the pilot must assess 

not only his position relative to the ideal flight path, but also his veloci- 

ties, both cross track and vertical, to determine where the aircraft is going. 

'?lhllst it 1s reasonable to expect a proficient pilot to be able to assess 

the aircraft's Rosition and velocity in the horizontal plane by loolclng at a 

segment of approach lighting wnich includes only one cross bar, it is more 
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diff'icult, if hot xzpossible, to ILK&P a similar xW?ssment in the patch 

plane from the ssme picture. &en gross errors may be difficult to detect in 

the time available after visual contact in operations to the lower decision 

heights of Category II. It is believe8 that visual control of thy aeroplane 
L 

in pitch begins to become reliable when the pilot can see as fnr as the point 

on the ground to which his approach path is heading. For a glide slope angle 

of 3’ and o slant range of 400 metres thrs occurs when the pilot's eye height 

is as low as 70 ft, ana even for a slant range of 800 nctros the eye height 

is 14.0 ft. This means, to achieve high standards of safety in these visual 
conditions, instruncnt guidance in pitch is required to heights of around 
50 to loo ft. Fxgs.1 end 2 demonstrate effectively the type of pitch porfor- 

mance which takes pl;lce when the pilot is completing the approach and landing 

using visual guidance. 

The results of Fig.1 vrere taken by J. Cook at London Airport when the 

visibility was about 1,200 metros (Category I). The closure wxith the runway 

centreline as the approach proceeds and the detcrioratlon in pitch performance 

at about 3 to 6,000 ft r‘ange are quite apparent. The improvement in pitch 

performance as the nircrrrft approaches the thrashold can also be seen and it 

1s noted that this takes place at the poznt where the pilot starts to see the 

runway threshold and beyond at a range of about 3,000 ft. 

B.L.E.U. have recently completed a flight trial where different approach 
lighting pattorns wora investigated. A slant range of shout /+CO metres was 

simulated with fog screens. The pilots v:ho took part in this trial had made 

many landings in low visibility both real and simulated and were also well 

educated in the problems of this type of operation. The results given in 

Fig.2 again show the deterioration in pitch performance when even these experi- 

enced pilots assumed manual control using visual gulaance: The pitch perfor- 

mance on this occasion does not improve until after threshold, i.e. &en 

at 403 metres slant range tha pilot is able to see the aiming point to which 

he is going. This flight evidence confirns Mr. Cdvert's studies and substan- 

tiates the need for Instrument guidance in pitch to very low heights even 

although adequate visual guidance for correcting lateral errors may have been 
available from higher heights. 

The requxrement for instrument gudance may be implemented by various 
methods. Immediate solutions applicable to current techniques are as follows. ' 

If the approach aid I prefer is being used i.e. automatic approach then this 
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should be retained to lcvi helghto and the vicxd guidance when available used 

to monitor the automatic performance. Sunilarly, If the approach is made 

manually using the flight director, then ideally the aircraft should be 

flown by the first offxcr with the captain monitoring the performance on 

becoming visual. In both oases the captain should, if possible, refrain 

from taking control to continue the landing visually until at least he oan 

see the threshold or preferably the aiming point. However if, with either cf 

these techniques, a correction of lateral error is required then ideally 

divided control should be used. This is feasible with automatic approach, 

but in tho case of the flight director the captain ~lll have to take full 

control with the first officer monitoring his performance on instruments, c 
particularly in pitch. 

In the titure the head-up display, as described later, nllcwo a pilot 

to fly the awcraft using instrument guidance in pitch with visual guidance in 

azimuth and is therefore an ideal solution to cverccmc the safety problem of 

the visual phase. 

3 BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE HEAD-UP DISFLAY IN !lKE VARSITY 

Before going on to present test results, the head-&p displw in the 

Varsity will be briefly deocrijed. The head-up display components in the 

Varsity cockpit, i.e. the pilots display unit 3rd reflector, are shown In 

Fig.3. Fig.4 shows the display as oeen by the pilot. The symbols which 

were used during the Varozty trials are shown in Fig.5 and arc as fcllcwo:- 

(a) Horizon symbols 

(b) Aircraft symbol 

(c) Track lines director 

(a) Cross pointer and director 

(e) Bank soale 

(f) I.L.S. glide olc+ scale 

(g) I:L.$.-lccalizer dr leador cable scale 

(h)' &d&‘height L 1 

(2) $iiop&d brrcr scale 

(a) '%et'~hasG circlei , I 

In brief; ~h$d$o@lr$ i&o-i form of director horizon with added information 
',Z' .^i on &fixary- sc&es. -- .LC-- Fe.*. 

Tha majority cf'thc' scnocro or control laws which w&e used to produce 

the above symbols wre wlroady in the aircraft OS part of the nutcmatio 

landing and flight system. 
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4 FLIGHT~STRXSULTS 

The results from the trLal3 to aate - briefly given in the following 

sub-sections. These include:- 
.? 

(a) the instrument approach performance achieved using the display; 

(b) tho advant&gcs to be obtained from the displ;u~ during the visual 

' transition; 

(c) the contribution to safety during the visual phase and 

(a) initial views on the use of the di3play to assist the pilot to 

monitor the instrument approach. 

4.1 Approach performance 

The standard of instrument performance achieved during the trial.3 using 

the head-up display bcth for pitch and azimuth is shown in Figs.6 and 7 

respectively. The variation vnth range of tl;c standard deviations of 

height and lateral error are shown plotted. For comparison auto-coupler 

performwnce is also shown. The standard deviation of error is considered 

to provide a good measure of the standard of performance achieved with 

given approach end landing system. 

Flight director information was flown in both chennels with the 

additional information from I.L.S. localissr find glide slope signal displayed 

at heights above 403 ft while at heights below this the glide path signal 

waz replaced by radio altimeter indication. Airspeed error ~33 not consid- 

ered necessary because the automntic throttlo'was in use. These‘results 

pertain to the instrument phase as there ~a3 no contact at any time with 

outside world clues. 

Ground theodolite records were taken of 64 approaches, 32 of which were 

made using the crozs mres director and 32 usmg the track lines director, 

and ~OSTI to height3 of the order of 100 ft there was no significant differ- 

ence in the performance betsrean the two systcmz. Therefore the combined 

results covering the 64 approaches z-e shown. The aircraft waz flown in 

conditions of up to 25 knots head wind, 22 knots cross vrind and 15 knots 

tail wmd, the majority of the approaches being in winds greater than IO knots. 

The results given in Plg.6 zhow that the pitch performance achieved by the 

B.L.E.U. pilots is comparable to that achieved nith the sdtopilot. Further, 

for Category II operations xith a decision height of 100 ft. the United Kingdom 

has defined a pitch performance aim of a standard deviation of IO ft in glide 

slope dizplacemrmt at ICC ft hoight. It WI-I be zeen that even allowng for 

, 
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deterioration. du~~-~luipm0~t-td.wn~ce8 and in-service-oper?=tion, it 

should be possible to meat R standard acceptable for Category II operations. 

The control law used for the azimuth aireotor NBS heading with "wash out". 

This should provide a standard better than a heading stabilised and worse than 

a rate stabilised system. Also the aelmuth radio guidenco used for these 

trials was I.L.S. localiser for the initial approach followed by leader cable 

for the final stage. The azimuth performance achieved with the head-up 

display is sho,vn, therefore, in Fig.7 where it is compared to heading snd 

rate stabilised I.L.S. localizer and rate stabilised leader cable automatic 

approach performance. From this it can be seen that, es would b:expeoted, 

the head-up display perfozmnnce lies between tha two sets of I.L.S. results, 

and is slightly worse then that with leader cable. The inference is, there- 

fore, that if a rate stabilised or sSrmilar control were used then the .s 
standera of performance would be satisfactory for Category II operations, 

i.e. a design aim of a standard deviation of 18 ft in lateral displacement. 

However it should be noted that to achieve this standard of performance in 

pitch and azimuth the pilot is filly employed in flying the director. -. 

A further &sports& point to note at this stage is that during these 

Varsity trials approaches were made using the Smiths' Flight System and the 

Sperry Zero Reader head-down instruments and again the standard of perfozmanoe 

achieved down to heights of the order of 100 ft was similar to that with the 
head-up display. From this it can be concluded that during a task such as 

the approach wher'e the pilot is able, . due to the stability of the system, to 

divide his time between pitch and azimuth then the form of director preaenta- 

tion is not too significant and the performance is almost entirely dependent 
on the quality of the control laws. The ssme cannot be said for the landing 

phase, inclkling the f'lara,,but this is outsiae the scope of this paper. 

4.2 The use .if:head-up.di.splay during the transition 

The.Jprime$advantage put forward for the head-up display is the ease with 

which i+s.l+lows the pilot to-transfer from instrument to vi3u3.l flight. As 

a result of the B.L.E.U. trials the piJ.ots conclusions confirm this view. 

They cons~dekd the transition from using the display to external information 

was easy and natural. Contact with the external clues aas made at the 
earliest pdssible time anh~pilots were able to transfer without abandoning 

instrument guidance. 
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The evidence to date frcm the approache P in v;hich the head-up display 

was used with fog simulation confirm the ability of the pllot to combine 

instrwnent information with external guidance. Although t$e pilots were not 

briefed on the method of combining outside world clues vnth the head-up 

display instrument information, the natural method of use was to continue to 

Use the display for pitch control until considerably later than they began 

to use the external world for azimuth guidance. This confirmed the pilot's 

own realisation that the outside world was deficient for pitch guidance 

until the threshold or beyond was in use. 

4.3 The safety problem> 

As mentioned previously it is considered that the main safety problem 

Of Category II operations is the poor pitch control by the pilot in low 

visibilitles when using visual guidance. However, when using this display 

it has been shown that the pilot can confidently combine instrument guidance 

for pitch control with external visual guidance for azimuth. 

Since at the present time mo'dern automatic flight control systems have 
computed glide slope and glide slopa extension information which can provide 

the pilot with director information in pitch to low heights, i.e. less than 

100 ft, this can be presented to the pilot on the head-up display and can be 

used durmg the visual phase causing the glide slope errors to be markedly 

decreased. 

The glide slope extension performance-obtained during the Varsity trials 

is shown in Fig&. This also shows a cm-tam degree of deterioration in 

performance during the open loop "constant attitude" type of glide slope 

extension. Nevertheless, by comparing the performance with that from Fig.2, 

which is done in Fig.8, it can be seen that the head-up display contributes 

a marked improvement in pitch performance during the height rsngo Prom 

l&O ft down to !3J ft, and should therefore contribute significantly to 

improved safety. Also shown in Fig.8 is the type of result %ich it is 

believed should be achieved using more modern control laws than those 

available in the Varsity. This shows an even more marked improvement over 
that achieved with visual guidance. 

4.4 Monitoring 

The results which have already been briefly described were limited to 

using the head-up display for manual instrument approaches. We have onljr 

Just started to investigate in detail the role of the head-up display as a 
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monitor for automatic epproech and al'hough it is too early to report on this 

work, it is already clear that the pllot likes to have instrument information 

in this position. It sllows them to monitor the approach performance with 

such information 99 displacement from the glide path, sirspeed or airspeed 

error, radio height end aircraft attitude whilst being able to obtain the 

earliest contact possible with the outside world. 

5 DISCUSSION 

In the type of oivil transport aircraft which will be used for 

Category II operations an autopilot is likely to be available and there is no 

doubt m my own mind that automatic approach should be the prime instrument 

aid. This is for many reasons. Modern automatic flight control systems 

with the latest control laws caxi provide accurate consistent approach perfor- 

mance down to the lower heights needed for Category II. They can be designed 

to have fail-soft ohsracteristxs and their reliability and integrity can be 

established. The use of automatics relieves the pilot cockpit work-load 

consderably. It frees one pilot from being fully employed in flying the 

aircraft and allows him to monitor the instrument approach and effect a 

missed approach if required while the other pilot can concentrate on the 

critical visual transition and landing. The availability of more monitoring 

effort must contribute to safety. 

Good as this cockpit procedure is it still has the drawback that the 

instrumental rind visusl information are separated during the critical period 

of the visual transition end find approach and landing. When the capta+ 

starts to receive visual information he may be tempted to take over manual 

control too early, that is when he has adequate azimuth guidance but still 
poor vertical guidance. Alternatively he m9y allow the instrument approach 

to continue to a low kdght to obtain good vorticel guidance but aocept an 

azimuth error which he oould reduce if he had mnnucl control. The head-up 

&splay, however, has the unique feature in the visual phase of dlowing the 

ceptain to combine the visual and instrument information and to make the 

optimum use of both. 

I believe, therefore, that the head-up display can contribute to safety 

in Category II operations. System designers should be studying how it can 

best be integrated into an automatic flight control system or used just as 

sn instrument flight control system while ensuring that the necessary system 

safety requirements both performonce and reliability 9re met. Certainly for 

any application the head-up display itself must be designed to be fail obvious. 
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In des~vg a system, the flexibiliw of the head-up display, whereby 

different alsplays can readily be generated for different flight modes must 

not be overlooked. It might turn out to be advantageous, for example, to 

present the pilot with tiferent displays for monitoring en automatic 

approach and for performing a manual instrument approach. 

Personally I can already see two possible uses for the &splay: first, 

because of the super-posltion of information it can be used to present 

monitoring information to the pilot during automatic approach. Our pilot3 

already feel happler about conticting low visibility approaches with this 

facility. Further if the autopilot fads, flight director information can 

be immediately presented and the display used as a standby channel. Second, 

in arcraft where a Category II capability is not already available It 

might be possible economically to retrofit the head-up display together 

with a computer of the standard needed whereas it might be too expensive t0 

install en autopilot of satisfactory quality especially from the point of view 

of runaways. This LS an engLneering problem which would have to be investi- 

gated in individual cases. 

As staterl In the title, this paper reports only In1tia.l work at B.L.E.U. 

Work is continuing to investigate the optimum informatlon needed for the 

different moaes of operation and how it should be displayed. Some flight 

work has already started in our Varsity, but plans are in hand to extend It 

to Comet and augment it with simulator programmes, ddch it is hoped will 

commenoe in under six months' time. This combination of simulator and 

flight trials is expected to provde a powerful and comprehensive method of 

investigation. The future programme will not only extend the work on 

approach for Category II described in this paper, but will investigate also 

the use, in low visibility, of displays to touchdown, for roll-out and for 

taxying. 

6 CONCLUSIONS 

This paper has, it is hoped, fulfilled two main functions; first, it 

has highlighted what is I believe to be the main safety problem in current 

methods of' baa weather landing and, second, presented results from initial 

flight trials with the head-up display which I believe show that this aid 

has a great potential value for Category II operations. 

The safety problem is shown to he inthe limitation of the pilot to 

control the aircraft adequately in pitch using visual gudance unless he 
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can see the tlzeshold or beyond. It is proposed that this can be werwme 

by cockpit procedures nhlch use th- n most efficient combination of the 

instrument and visual information in tiie height band where the pilot is 

getting adequate visual information for azimuth control but inadequate 

visual information for pitch control. The head-up display is an ided intr%- 

ment for providing this required blend of information. 

The oonclusions from the aircraft trials made in the Varsity aircreft 

with en electronic head-up display ~nstelled in conjunction with an auto- 
matic flight control system are:- 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(G) 

pilots using the head-up display whzch presents director together 
with other information necessary for instrument approaches could 

well achieve the standard of performance necessary for Category II 
provided good control laws are used. 

The heed-up display allows easy transfer from instrument to visual 

flight. It ellows the pilot to contact the ground clues at the 

earliest possible time end to transfer mthout abandoning the 

instrument guidance which haa been used for monitoring or control. 

Pilots ere able to fly part &splay information and part outside 

world information with ease. This enables the pilot to use the 

display to overcome the shortcoming of his ability to control 

accurately in pitch in low vlsibdities. An immediate solution to 

this problem is to present the pilot with director information f'mm 

the flight control system using glide slope and extended glide slope 

information. This ellows the pilot to use the pitch axis of the 

display to low heights ana thus decrease the probability of under- 

shooting the runway. Azimuth control is obtained from the external 
information. 

Information which enables the pilot to monitor the instrument 
approach oe.n be presented on the display. This allows the pdot, 

whose prime responsibility is to look for the visual clues and 

complete the landing manually, ta retain knowledge of the instru- 

ment situation. 

The Varsity trials reported in thus paper are only the start of the 

investigations into the role of the head-up display for all weather operation. 

J?urth~r studies, both simulator ati flight, ore planned to decide the 

optimum form and use of the display for Category II operation and to explore 

Its use in very low visibility to touchdown, for roll-out end for taxying. 
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Finally, I strongly consider that the e-idence to date indicates that 

a head-u;, &splay could make a major contribution to sll weather operation. 

Therefore methods of Integrating it with automatic flight control systems 

to use its advantages and provide the optimuz ovarall systen should be 

investigated. As part of these studies the zntagrlty and r&lability of 

the display equipment must be established and due allowance made for it in 

the total system design. 
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dls@ay IS mcommended as a solution Lo this pmblem as It can mvlde an display Is rec~tid as a solutlc,, to Chls pmb1.m as It CBll pmvld. IUI 
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err1e*ent Dmuls or 00idan1ng 1nstNLent and Ylsual latowatlon. III 
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